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PRINCIPAL EIGENVALUES FOR INDEFINITE-WEIGHT
ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS IN Rn

W. ALLEGRETTO

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. We consider the problem -Au = Xgu in R" , u —► 0 at oo with

g a function that changes sign. Under suitable growth conditions on g we

show that this problem has an eigenvalue X with a positive solution u , as well

as countably many other eigenvalues.

1. Introduction

Consider the problem

-Aw = Xgu   in Rn,
(1)

u —> 0   as \x\ —> oo

where A denotes the formal Laplace operator and g is a smooth bounded

function that changes sign, i.e., g is an indefinite weight function. A principal

eigenvalue of ( 1 ) is a X for which ( 1 ) has a positive solution. The problem of the

existence of such X was recently considered by Brown, Cosner, and Fleckinger

[5]. They showed, in particular, the following results:

Theorem, (a) Suppose n > 2 and there exist R > 0, K > 0 such that g(x) <

-K for \x\ > R. Then there exists a positive principal eigenvalue of (I) with

eigenvector in L2(Rn).

(b) Suppose « > 3  and there exist K > 0,   a >  1   such that  \g(x)\ <

K(l + \x\2)~a. Then there exists a positive principal eigenvalue of (I).

In this paper we employ Sobolev's embedding theorems and eigencurve ar-

guments [2, 4] to show the following extensions of the above results:

Theorem 1. Suppose n > 3 and g+ G L"l2. Then there exist infinitely many

eigenvalues 0 < Xx < X2 < ■ ■ ■  of (I) with Xx a principal eigenvalue.

Corollary 1. If n > 3 and g e L"l2 then there exist two principal eigenvalues

of (I) of opposite sign and infinitely many others Xf —► ±oc as j -* oo.
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Next, following the definition in [3], we set

MayX(co)= sup /      \to(x - y)\\y\a-n ,
xeR" J\y\<X

MayX(co, £1) = Ma>x((ü\a),

with to\çi(x) = œ(x) if x e £1 or <y|o.(;c) = 0 if x £ £1. Lex Br = {x\ \x\ <

R}. We will show

Theorem 2. Suppose n > 3,   g = gx - g2  with gx > 0,   g2 > e > 0, and
MayX(gx, Rn - Br) —► 0 as R —► oo for some 0 < a < 2. Then the conclusion

of Theorem 1 holds.

The procedure employed to obtain these results is very briefly as follows: Let

A<p = g\(p denote a compact map on the space with norm (-Aç? + Xg2tp, tp)

for any X > 0. This structure ensures the existence of eigenfunctions u and

eigenvalues k(X) : -Au + Xg2u - k(X)gxu. We next show that k is continuous

and that for some 0 < X < p we have k(X) - X > 0 > k(p) - p, whence

k(X) = X for some X. Observe that we do not require that A be compact on

the space associated with (-Aq>, tp), although this may be the case in some

specific examples. Consequently, results for n — 2 can also be obtained by

these arguments. Specifically

Theorem 3. Suppose n = 2 and g = g\ - g2 with gx > 0,  g2 > s > 0,  gx e

Lil2(R2). Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds.

We observe that Corollary 1 is identical in form to the classical result for

bounded domains (see, e.g., [2]), but Theorems 2 and 3 are not. Indeed, under

the conditions of Theorem 2 or 3, problem ( 1 ) cannot have a principal eigen-

value X < 0 since, in this case, -Au - Xgu = 0 is oscillatory and there are no

positive solutions of (1) near \x\ = oo.

There clearly is a connection between these results and the criticality of

-Au - Xxgu. We comment on this briefly at the end of the paper.

In conclusion, we observe that applications and further references on indefi-

nite weight problems may be found in [2, 5]. We have considered -A in R" for

convenience. Extension of the results to the more general case of a uniformly

elliptic operator in unbounded domains is immediate.

2. Results

We consider first the case n > 3. Without loss of generality, set g = gx - g2
with gx, g2> 0 and gx, g2 G L°°. Let /I > 0 be chosen arbitrarily and define

Ex to be the completion of Co°(R") with respect to the norm

\\u\\í — /    \Vu\  +max(Xg2, œ)u
JR"

where œ = K/(l + \x\2) with K small and positive. As is well known, Hardy's

Inequality implies || \\x ~ || H4 where

¿ = /olv„| + Xg2u2.

It is apparent that || \\xt ~ || |U2 for any positive Xx, X2,  so we denote Ex, \\ \\x

merely by E, \\ \\ in the following. Finally, we let L¿ represent the weighted
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L2 space with weight co and represent by (    ,     ), (    ,     )il, (    ,    )o the

inner products associated with || ||, || ||/A, L2(R"), respectively.

We recall the following preliminary results

Lemma 0. (1) If un —> u in E then un —> u in Hx(Br) for any ball Br c R".

(2) E^L2n^-2\  E^L2m.

(3) Let gx e Lnl2. The operator A: E -» E* <-> E given by A(tp) — gxq>,

i.e., (gx<p, <p)o = (Atp, y/)ii for all i// e E,  is compact and selfadjoint.

(4) IfueE satisfies (u, y/)¡k = k(gxu, ip)o for some constant k and any

ip e Cq°(R") ,  then ueC2, -Au + Xg2u = kgxu, and u —> 0 at oo.

Proof. The proof of (1) is immediate since || || ~ || !!/_, and, in any ball

Br, max(Xg2, co) > co > c > 0 for some constant c = c(R). Similarily for

(2), we first employ Sobolev's Inequality [6, Theorem 7.10, equation (7.26)]
and obtain for tp e C0x(Rn)

\\<Phn/(n-2) < Cx\\Vtp\\2 < Cx\\tp\\.

Since Ci only depends on n, the same estimate holds for u e E and we have

E <-► L2"/("-2). The second embedding follows in the same way from Hardy's

Inequality, specifically,

/  totp2 <C2 [   \V<p\2
JR" JR"

with C2 also only a function of n and tp e Co°(Rn). Next for (3), observe

that the Holder Inequality

/    g<PW < \\g\\n/2 ||0||2ii/(ii-2)  IHl2n/(ii-2)
JR"

is valid for g e Lnl2(R"), <¡>, ip e E, and thus A is defined. Suppose first

that gx has compact support. (1) and (2) imply that A{tp) is compact since

Hx  is compactly embedded in LP(p < 2n/(n - 2)) for any ball.  In general,

set gr = gi if |x| < r and gr — 0 otherwise and let Artp — grq>. Then

\\Arq> - A<p\\ < K\\gr - gxWnßWvW > i-e-> Ar —» A in the operator norm and A is

also compact. Note that, since A is obviously symmetric and defined on the

whole of E, it is selfadjoint. Finally for (4), if u e E then u e H^ and
thus w is a weak solution of -Au + Xg2u = kgxu. We apply [6, p. 243] and

conclude that ueC2 since gï, g2 are smooth. In conclusion we note that by

(2), u e L2"/("-2>,  and we recall [6, p. 194]

\u(x)\ < K[\\u\\vmx))]

for some constant K and that p = 2n/(n -2), whence u —> 0 at oo.

Proof of Theorem 1. We show in detail only the existence of Xx. The existence

of the other X¡ follows with obvious changes. We apply the Spectral Theorem

and conclude for X > 0 that

„,_ imp, <p)o a [,(n,-i
sup —n—¡72— = \.kWi
P€£      \\<P\\ix

is achieved by an eigenfunction u e E corresponding to the largest eigenvalue

of A. Since gx > 0, we also have

k(X) = inf
<peE

\9\\l
(g\<P, <P)o

=   inf
f€C°°

wK
(gx<P, <p)c
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By Lemma 0(4), we conclude that u satisfies LxU = k(X)gxu, u —> 0 at oo,

where L¿ denotes the formal differential expression associated with ¡x . Since

the functional being minimized is quadratic, and observing that if u belongs

to E then so do u+, u~ , we may assume u > 0, for otherwise we replace

u by |m| , whence u > 0 by the maximum principle since zero cannot be

a minimum of a nonnegative nontrivial solution of LxU — k(X)gxu. Observe

that {gX(p, (p)o < C\\gx\\n/2\\Vtp\\l < C\\gx\\n/2\\<p\\l, where C is the Sobolev
Embedding constant. From this, we obtain that k(X) > X for X small. Next

we observe that since

fe(A)_A=   inf   (-*<P + lg<P,<P)o
*e<T        (gx(p,tp)o

and g < 0 in some subset, k(X) < X for X large. We also note that k(X) is

locally Lipschitz in R+. To see this, let h > 0 and observe

k(X + h)=   inf   (-*<P + ^ + h)S2<P,<P)o
<pecg° (gx<P,<p)o

/A+JA (-Atp + Xg2tp   <p)0 = fl + h\

- V   A    J <pec~ (gxtp, <p)o \       X)

Since k(X + h) > k(X) by definition, we obtain

\k(Xx)-k(X2)\<k{Xx)\Xx-X2\/Xx.

We conclude that k(X) = X for some X > 0 and the result follows.

Proof of Theorem 2. In view of the results given in [3], most of the arguments

in the proofs of Lemma 0 and Theorem 1 need only to have ||^i||l"/2(bä) ,

\\gx\\L"/i(R»-BR) substituted by Mn¡x(gx,BR), Ma< x (gx, R" - BR), respectively.

Note that E ~ Hx here and that for X > 0 compactness of gx and continuity

of k(X) follow as before, as does k(X) - X -♦ -oo as X —► oo. To see that

k(X) > X for some X > 0, observe that the embedding theorems given in [3,

Theorem 2.3] show for <p e C0X(R")

(gx<P, <P)o= /   gx<P2+ / g\(p2
Jbr Jr"-br

\2 ,   ||,„||2< QlIVíf llíHBjí) + 11*1^)]

+ CMaA(gx , R" - BR)2[\\V(p\\2LHRn) + \\<p\\hm

r . M     .to.      R" - «„Ï2
<c (1 , ^2) |  MayX(gx,R"-BR) w\\\x

for some constant  C  independent of X  and 0 < X  small.   Here we have

employed the equivalence || \\x ~ || ||/r We thus conclude:

C{l+K2)+CMa,x{8x,R''-BR)k(X)>

Finally, we select R so that CMUyX(gx , R" - BR)2 < 1 and, consequently,

obtain k(X) > X for some 0 < X small enough. To see the decay of the

eigenfunction observe that u e L2  and Lxu = -Au - Xgu = 0.  Since the
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essential spectrum of the selfadjoint operator LA : L2 —> L2 thus generated is

contained in the interval [Xe, oo), we conclude that u is an eigenvector of L¿

with eigenvalue below the essential spectrum and the decay follows.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let <p e Cfi°(R2), y/ e C^i-a, a) with ¡a_a ip2 = 1 , and

a > 0 to be chosen below. Set

x{x,y, z) = <p(x, y)ip(z),        h{x, y, z) = gx(x, y) ■ X{-a,a){z)

where X(-a,a)(z) = 1 if |z| < a and 0 otherwise, and note t g

Co°(R2 x (-a, a)). We apply the embedding estimates for R3 and conclude

(2) (hr, r)o < C\\h\\LV2m\\VT\\2L2m.

Expanding (2), we obtain

ag\<
^ij'2)

2/3
(2a ,2/3

(¿'^2)(/_>2) + (/^2)(/>'2)

i.e.,

<3» L^'-^lj'f^iL^^U^Uy'2),
This inequality clearly also applies to any smooth normalized (in L2(-a, a))

function ip with y/(-a) — tp(a) = 0. In particular, we may choose ip to

be the first eigenfunction of -v" = dv, v(-a) = v(a) = 0, i.e., ip =

sin[n(x + a)/2a]/{y/a). Substituting this tp into equation (3) yields in R2

(g\(p, <P)o < C\\gl\\LVHRi)-a
2/3

VR2
|V^|2 +

4a-2(p

We now choose Xe = n2/4a2 and obtain

(gX<P , <P)0 < C\\gX\\LVHR2)X-X^[\\tp\\l].

Compactness arguments, continuity of k(X) and k(X) - X —» -oo, and de-

cay of any eigenfunction follow as before. Finally we observe that k(X) >

[C||c?i|li.3/2(/}2)]_1A1/3, whence k(X) > X for 0 < X small, and, therefore,

k(X) = X for some 0 < X.

We conclude by briefly and heuristically connecting our results to the question

of the criticality of the operator formally given by Ltp = -Atp - Xxgtp , see [1,

7, 8] for definitions and background discussion of this and related concepts.

Specifically, we point out that above we have constructed critical operators L

with decaying positive solutions. We recall that critical or subcritical operators

need not have such solutions, e.g., -A in R" , so that no conclusions can be

drawn in general about the decay of positive solutions of critical or subcritical

operators. To see the criticality of L, observe that (Ltp, tp)o > 0 for any

<p G C^ , whence L is either critical or subcritical. Suppose that L satisfies the
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"A-property": for some function h > 0 and any tp e Cq° we have (Ltp, tp)o>

(hep, tp)o- In such a case, we construct a positive function v suchthat Lv-hv —

0 and apply Picone's Identity to get

Í v2V^Y=f tpLtp-l £Lv,
Jr" ^VJ JRnY      Y JRn    V

i.e.,

[ <p2h< [  tp2h + f  v2 v(^) 2 = [  tpLtp
JB JR" JR" ^V ' JR"

for any fixed ball B and tp e Cq°.
We let tp —♦ u in E and conclude

I u2h< [
JB JR"

uLu = 0,

i.e., u = 0. This shows that L does not satisfy the "A-property" and thus must

be critical.
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